Membership in the Center for the Management of Information Technology has been quite rewarding. The content is always current and relevant, allowing me to expand and fine tune my technology management skills. CMIT also provides me a unique network of individuals with similar interests and concerns for potential collaborative opportunities.

Mike O’Brien • Technical Director
AOL

As a Charter Member of CMIT, the Administrative Office of the United States Courts has found the Center’s seminar program to be an excellent way to stay abreast of emerging research and practical advice on IT program management best practices.

Rick Fennell • Chief Technology Officer
Administrative Office of the United States Courts

At Dominion, IT participates in quite a few industry and consulting groups. Without a doubt, the value provided by our membership in CMIT far exceeds similar investments. CMIT programs provide a balance between the practical implementation of technology and the innovative, creative ideas of an academic environment. Sharing best practices with other members is a bonus!

Lyn McDermid • VP-Information Technology/CIO
Dominion

Past Program Topics Include:
IT Project Management
The Future of Enterprise Computing
Leading in a Connected World
Trends in IT Human Capital
IT Risk, Business Consequences

For more information on past topics, visit:
www.commerce.virginia.edu/cmit/activities

Past Speakers Include:
Jim Collins, author, Good to Great and Built to Last
Steve Cooper, former CIO of Department of Homeland Security and Red Cross
Tom Davenport, author of Competing on Analytics and The Attention Economy
Mark Kozak-Holland, author of Titanic Lessons for IT Projects
Andrew McAfee, Associate Professor, Harvard Business School
Steve McConnell, author of Rapid Development and Code Complete
Michael Schrage, fellow, MIT’s Center for Digital Business
Paul Strassmann, former CIO of Xerox, DOD, and NASA

www.commerce.virginia.edu/cmit
Center for the Management of Information Technology

The University of Virginia’s McIntire School of Commerce established the Center for the Management of Information Technology (CMIT) in 1991 to provide opportunities for business and higher education to work together in the area of information technology.

The mission of the Center is to promote research and education in areas relating to the management of information technology through a program of interdisciplinary cooperation.

CMIT Objectives

- To research the development, implementation, and utilization of information systems and technology in organizations.
- To promote interaction between practitioners and the academic community.
- To facilitate the continuing education and development of faculty.
- To provide training, development, and continuing education for practitioners engaged in the management of IT.
- To create an effective link between the business community and the resources of the University of Virginia, including practitioner access to students, faculty, special programs, and research publications.

Membership Benefits and Fees

Membership entitles your organization to send 4 people to each of 4 programs held throughout the year. These programs offer a chance to keep up-to-date on new topics in the field as well as a chance to network with peers.

Annual Membership:
Corporate - $5,000
Government/Non-Profit - $2,500

Contact Information:
Professor Ryan Nelson, CMIT Director
rnelson@virginia.edu • 434-924-7587

Membership Inquiries:
Jenny Leslie
jleslie@virginia.edu • 434-924-3553

CMIT Website:
www.commerce.virginia.edu/cmit